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A GEOMETRICAL PROOF THAT Ox IS INDETERMINATE. 

By B. F. FINKEL, A. M., Professor of Mathematics and Physics in Drury College, Springfield, Missouri. 

The Proof that I shall offer is not new perhaps, but I have never seen it 
in print, and for that reason I shall give it in the MONTHLY. 

The proof follows as a corollary of the following 
PROPOSITION: The area of the surface generated by a straight line revolving 

about an axis in its plane is equal to the product of the projection of the line on the 
axis by the circumference whose radius is a perpendicular erected at the niddle 
point of the line and terminated by the axis. 

Let AB be the straight line revolved about CD as an axis. When AB is 
not parallel to the axis CX, the surfact generated by AB is the convex surface of 
the frustum of a cone. 

. *. Area generated by AB=-AB x 2;rMO. 

But hfO: AE :: MR: AB, or 

ABxMMO=AExMR_CDxMMR. 

. .Area generated by AB=CDx 2'rMR. Now if AB is made to approach 
perpendicularity, MR will approach parallelism to CX, and, in consequence, CD 
will approach 0 as its limit and MR will approach oc as its limit. Hence, in the 
limit, we have 

area generated by AB= CD x 27rMRWO x 2 X . 

But area generated by AB wheni AB is perpendicular to CX is 
7r(BC2-AC2). Hence, 7r(BC2-.AC2)=Ox2frxcs, or BC2-AC2-2xOxco 
-Ox o. When A C=0, we have Oxx=BC2. Now BC is entirely arbitrary. 
Hence, Oxo is indeterminate. But when BC is a definite quantity, as for 
example 3, then Ox X has the definite value 9. 

0 The fundamental type of symbols of indetermiination is- and tothistype 

I Oxl 0 O X x may be reduced. Thus, O x a -0 x - _Ox= - . The indeterminate 1 
a: 

_ 11 
1 1 0 04 

0 
OO a-..OaOa=. form, 0 1= . Also _x - 1 _ 1 = ; _ = ? 0 Oa 

X a) X 0 ( 0 

O0 1 
=- aa 
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When these forms occur as the answers of probleins, they have, in gener- 
al, perfectly definite values, and these definite values must be found. But when 
these forms stand apart from the conisideration of problems, they are perfectly 
meaningless, 

Drury College, September 14, 1896. 

ARITHMETIC. 

Conducted by B. F. FINKEL, Springfield, Mo. All contributions to this department should be sent to him. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

60. Proposed by J. K. ELLWOOD, A. M., Principal of Colfax School, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. 
A pipe 1 foot long and 27-32 inch in diamneter has a half-inch orifice and weighs 1U 

pounds. What is the diameter of a pipe the same length and orifice, but weighing 41 
ounces? 

I. Solution by F. M. McGAW, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Bordentown Military Institute, Borden- 
town, New Jersey. 

Let V,=volume of "solid" pipe. 
Let V2=volume of bore. 
Then Vt -V2. =volume of metal = n({40 ) cubic inches. 
Since weights are proportional to volumes, 7r(I-) Va,=28 41, where 

V3=volume of required size of pipe. 
Add to this volume of bore- V2, and we have, 

V3+ V2 = V4-new "solid" pipe=-( j" I 1 ) cutbic inches. 

Hence R= {f7(fJ9683) 7r12}&1A and D=.9625 inches. 

II. Solution by EDWARD R. ROBBINS, Master in Mathematics and Physics, Lawrenceville School, Law- 
renceville, New Jersey, 

The volumes of the two pipes will have the same ratio as their weights. 

[(D)2 ( w D2 d2 w Hence, V., '0'D -dor, 
(D# 2 d )2j W' P?D 2 d2= w X 

7rl 2 
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